The Meaning of Ant Life

‘Ants’
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Can You Step in the Same River Twice?

‘Same River’

Is it the same river as it flows through time?  
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Republic Island
‘Republic Island’

How would you survive?
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Republic Island

‘Fair?’

Fair?
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The Ring of Gyges

‘Gyges’

What would you do? What should you do? What’s the difference?
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The Prince and the Pig

‘Hugging Animals’

Has Nikolai found happiness?
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The Ship of Theseus
‘Ship of Theseus’

Ship of Theseus
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The Ship of Theseus
‘Ship of Pens’
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Here and Elsewhere
‘Here and Elsewhere’
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Here and Elsewhere
‘Venus and Mars’
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The Happy Prisoner
‘Happy Prisoner Cell’

A prison with everything you could want
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Goldfinger
‘King Midas’

King Midas
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Goldfinger
‘Kissing Statue’

Frozen in a golden kiss
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The Ant and the Grasshopper
‘The Ant and the Grasshopper’
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The Frog and the Scorpion
‘The Frog and the Scorpion’

The frog kept a safe distance.
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The Book of Life
‘The Book of Life’

You were sure it wasn’t there before.  
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The Shadow of the Pyramid

‘Pyramid’
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The Shadow of the Pyramid
‘Elephant and Mouse’

The elephant and the mouse are the same size.
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The Shadow of the Pyramid

‘Shadow of the Pyramid’
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The Wand
‘The Wand’
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Billy Bash
‘Billy Bash’

His fists start to curl and his face turns red with rage.  

*Illustrations by Tamar Levi*
The Six Wise Men

‘Elephant’
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The Six Wise Men

‘Tent’
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The Ceebie Stories: The Tony Test

‘The Tony Test’
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Stage 1: Stationary computer; Stage 2: Robot body; Stage 3: Voice; Stage 4: New body with hair and skin, etc.; Stage 5: Emotion chip; Stage 6: Name and thought of as a human by others.
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The Ceebie Stories: The Lie

‘The Lie’
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Ceebie fell to the rocks below and smashed up into tiny pieces. 
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Where Are You?
‘Where Are You?’

Where is Jenny and where is Alma?  Illustrations by Tamar Levi
The Fair Well
‘The Fair Well’
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